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ABSTRACT: The spatial and temporal variation in multiscale structures during the rapid intensification of Hurricane

Michael (2018) are explored using a coupled atmospheric–oceanic dataset obtained fromNOAAWP-3D and G-IV aircraft

missions. DuringMichael’s early life cycle, the importance of ocean structure is studied to explore how the storm intensified

despite experiencing moderate vertical shear. Michael maintained a fairly symmetric precipitation distribution and resisted

lateral mixing of dry environmental air into the circulation upshear. The storm also interacted with an oceanic eddy field

leading to cross-storm sea surface temperature (SST) gradients of;2.58C. This led to the highest enthalpy fluxes occurring

left of shear, favoring the sustainment of updrafts into the upshear quadrants and a quick recovery from low-entropy

downdraft air. Later in the life cycle, Michael interacted with more uniform and higher SSTs that were greater than 288C,
while vertical shear imposed asymmetries in Michael’s secondary circulation and distribution of entropy. Midlevel

(;4–8 km) outflow downshear, a feature characteristic of hurricanes in shear, transported high-entropy air from the eyewall

region outward. This outflow created a cap that reduced entrainment across the boundary layer top, protecting it from dry

midtropospheric air out to large radii (i.e.,.100 km), and allowing for rapid energy increases from air–sea enthalpy fluxes.

Upshear, low-level (;0.5–2 km) outflow transported high-entropy air outward, which aided boundary layer recovery from

low-entropy downdraft air. This study underscores the importance of simultaneously measuring atmospheric and ocean-

ographic parameters to understand tropical cyclone structure during rapid intensification.

KEYWORDS: Dynamics; Storm environments; Tropical cyclones; Air-sea interaction; Hurricanes/typhoons;

Thermodynamics

1. Introduction

HurricaneMichael of 2018 was the first category-5 hurricane

to make landfall in the continental United States since

Hurricane Andrew of 1992. Forming from a broad area of low

pressure in the western Caribbean Sea, Michael brought cat-

astrophic damage to the Florida panhandle after it underwent

rapid intensification (RI; greater than 30 kt (1 kt ’ 0.51m s21)

increase in intensity over 24 h) between 8 and 10October in the

Gulf of Mexico. During this time a field experiment was con-

ducted where, for the first time, the simultaneous evolution of

atmospheric and oceanographic parameters was measured

during RI from a category-1 to a category-5 storm. This case

study examines how Michael was influenced by nearby dry air

and the complex oceanic thermal regime in the Gulf of Mexico

during the initial stages of RI, and presents a hypothesis for

how the asymmetric storm-relative environmental flow helped

to sustain a warm and moist inflow layer as the storm became a

major hurricane.

Forecasting tropical cyclone (TC) RI is one of the most

important, yet difficult, challenges in the TC community due to

the multiscale interactions that control structural and intensity

changes (e.g., Marks and Shay 1998; Rogers et al. 2006, 2013a).

Many of the complex atmospheric interactions stem from

how a TC responds to deep layer environmental vertical wind

shear, often defined as the difference in environmental winds

between 850 and 200mb (hereafter referred to as shear)

(1mb5 1 hPa). Early studies of the response of TCs to vertical

shear examined their response in a simplified framework. In a

dry barotropic vortex exposed to shear, a low (high) potential

temperature anomaly forms in the downtilt (uptilt) direction,

which is balanced by a wavenumber-1 variation in vertical

velocity (shifted 908 from the temperature anomalies) due to

tilted isentropes (Jones 1995). In real TCs, the downtilt direc-

tion tends to be downshear to downshear-left (DSL; Reasor

et al. 2004), making the DSL quadrant favorable for the pre-

cipitation maximum and the downshear-right (DSR) quadrant

favorable for convective initiation (Reasor et al. 2013; DeHart

et al. 2014) due to the convergence of low-level vorticity in a

region of high ue values (Riemer 2016).

A great deal of research has been conducted in recent years

focusing on characteristics of vertical velocity and precipitation

structure in a shear-relative framework. Much of this work has

explored differences in these structures for intensifying versus

nonintensifying TCs, focusing on differences in the distribution

and structure of deep convection upshear (i.e., convective

bursts; Rogers et al. 2013b, 2015, 2016; Stevenson et al. 2014,

2018; Zagrodnik and Jiang 2014; Chen and Gopalakrishnan

2015; Rios-Berrios et al. 2016a,b; Rios-Berrios and Torn 2017;

Wadler et al. 2018a; Leighton et al. 2018; Zhang and Rogers

2019) and the degree of symmetry in both stratiform precipi-

tation and shallow convection (e.g., Jiang 2012; Kieper and

Jiang 2012; Zagrodnik and Jiang 2014; Alvey et al. 2015;Corresponding author: Joshua B. Wadler, joshua.wadler@noaa.gov
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Tao and Jiang 2015; Tao et al. 2017; Jiang et al. 2018). The

association between deep convection and stratiform precipita-

tion upshear with TC intensification may be a manifestation of

favorable thermodynamic conditions in that region. Zawislak

et al. (2016) showed that in Hurricane Edouard (2014), persis-

tent precipitation propagation into the upshear quadrants was

associated with increases in midlevel humidity. The midlevel

moistening tends to occur when hydrometeors from stratiform

precipitation and anvil clouds in the DSL quadrant evaporate

and sublimate before advecting into the upshear quadrants

(Alvey et al. 2020).

TC intensification is also associated with favorable air–sea

interactions, which can be complex when a storm interacts with

oceanographic thermal gradients. Sea surface temperature

(SST) cooling from upwelling leads to lower enthalpy fluxes

and a stable atmospheric boundary layer (e.g., Chen et al. 2013;

Lee and Chen 2014; Cione et al. 2013; Cione 2015), while the

enthalpy fluxes are enhancedwhen a storm interacts with warm

oceanic eddies (e.g., Shay et al. 2000; Hong et al. 2000; Lin et al.

2005, 2008; Jaimes and Shay 2009; Jaimes et al. 2015; Halliwell

et al. 2015). The upper-ocean thermal structure can also be

modified by interactions between background currents and the

upwelling response (e.g., Jacob et al. 2000; Jaimes and Shay

2009, 2015; Halliwell et al. 2011; Yablonsky and Ginis 2013),

and by barrier layers, which limit turbulent mixing of cool

water into the mixed layer (e.g., Rudzin et al. 2017, 2018, 2019;

Hlywiak and Nolan 2019; Balaguru et al. 2020). While the in-

teraction between a TC and oceanographic thermal gradients

leads to regions of enhanced and suppressed enthalpy fluxes,

what remains unclear is how the oceanographic thermal gra-

dients (and their orientation relative to the storm) influence

TC intensification and the shear-relative asymmetries in ver-

tical motion and precipitation. The first part of this study ex-

amines how the structure of Hurricane Michael during the

early stages of RI was related to its interaction with midlevel

dry air and oceanographic thermal gradients in the Gulf

of Mexico.

In mature hurricanes, Riemer et al. (2010, 2013) showed,

using idealized numerical simulations, that quasi-persistent

downdrafts in the left-of-shear quadrants transport low-ue air

to the boundary layer. Several observational studies have an-

alyzed the role of downdrafts at different storm-relative loca-

tions and points in the TC life cycle (Barnes et al. 1983; Powell

1990; Barnes and Powell 1995; Didlake and Houze 2009, 2013;

Cione et al. 2000, 2013; Eastin et al. 2012; Barnes and Dolling

2013; Molinari et al. 2013; Dolling and Barnes 2014; Zhang

et al. 2017; Nguyen et al. 2017, 2019) and generally concur that

downdrafts create unfavorable thermodynamic conditions in

the boundary layer, particularly in the upshear quadrants.

While the boundary layer has a chance to recover via the air–

sea enthalpy fluxes before the air enters the eyewall (Molinari

et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2017;Wadler et al. 2018b), the effects of

downdrafts can also be negated if the midtropospheric air

transported into the boundary layer already has high ue values

(Barnes and Powell 1995; Wroe and Barnes 2003; Barnes 2008;

Wadler et al. 2018b).

Multiple processes can lead to changes in midlevel ue values.

High-ue air from the boundary layer can be transported to the

middle troposphere through convective updrafts (e.g., Barnes

et al. 1983; Powell 1990; Barnes and Powell 1995), while mid-

tropospheric ue values can be reduced by lateral mixing of dry

environmental air into the TC circulation (e.g., Tang and

Emanuel 2010, 2012; Zawislak et al. 2016; Nguyen et al. 2017;

Alland et al. 2017). Another process that could influence

midtropospheric ue values is large-scale advection by an

asymmetric secondary circulation, which exists as a response to

shear as identified by both balance models and observational

composites (e.g., Jones 1995; Reasor et al. 2013; Zhang et al.

2013; DeHart et al. 2014). Generally, the downshear quadrants

are characterized by deep (;1.5–2 km altitude) inflow layers

with outflow above; the upshear quadrants are characterized

by low-level (;0.5–2 km altitude) outflow layers with inflow

above (Zhang et al. 2013; Reasor et al. 2013). How the asym-

metric secondary circulation relates to the distribution of en-

tropy remains unknown.

With an emphasis on these two stages of Hurricane

Michael’s rapid intensification, the overall objectives of the

paper are to:

1) Address how the precipitation and convective distribution

in Hurricane Michael was influenced by both environ-

mental wind shear and oceanic thermal gradients during

Michael’s early life cycle, when it was a category-1–2

hurricane;

2) Investigate how the asymmetric secondary circulation, once

Michael became a major hurricane, influenced the distri-

bution of midlevel and boundary layer ue as well as the

effects of downdrafts;

3) Discuss how the kinematic and thermodynamic structural

asymmetries related to processes described in objectives 1

and 2 potentially impacted Michael’s rapid intensification.

2. Data and methodology

From 8 to 10 October 2018, four NOAA WP-3D (P-3) and

three NOAA G-IV aircraft missions observed the RI of

HurricaneMichael (Table 1). The sampling began as the storm

center passed west of Cuba as a category-1 hurricane and ex-

tended until right before landfall as a category-5 hurricane

(Fig. 1a). The G-IV (with a flight altitude of 40 000–45 000 ft;

;12.2–13.7 km) sampled the environment surrounding the

storm with dropsondes while the P-3 (with a flight altitude of

8000–10 000 ft; ;2.4–3 km) sampled the inner core with air-

borne pseudo–dual-Doppler radar, dropsondes, and ocean

expendables. The flight pattern for each G-IV mission

included a quasi-circumnavigation with a radius ranging be-

tween 100 and 200 km with respect to the TC center, allowing

us to explore the azimuthal distribution of midlevel ue close to

the inner core. Throughout this manuscript, mission IDs are

used to refer to specific flights. They are typically given by

‘‘year-month-day-plane ID-mission number for that day,’’

where ‘‘H’’ and ‘‘N’’ are the P-3 and G-IV plane IDs, respec-

tively. Since all the missions occurred over a 2-day period, the

mission IDs are abbreviated by ‘‘day-plane ID-mission num-

ber’’ (e.g., 20181008H1 is referred to as 08H1 and 201809N2 is

referred to as 09N2).
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a. Dropsondes

Dropsondes measure a single profile of temperature, hu-

midity, wind speed, and wind direction with a ;7m vertical

resolution (Hock and Franklin 1999) as they fall from the air-

craft to the sea surface. In each P-3 mission, dropsondes were

released along radial legs at endpoints, midpoints, and center

points. Occasionally, they were released into the eyewall near

the radius of maximum wind speed (RMW) for estimates of

storm intensity. Dropsondes released from the G-IV generally

sampled the environment surrounding the storm. The number

of dropsondes released during each P-3 and G-IV mission is

given in Table 1.

Each dropsonde is postprocessed using NCAR’s ASPEN

software and put into storm-relative coordinates. The storm

center is determined by the 2-min-resolution track data

(available at https://www.aoml.noaa.gov/hrd/Storm_pages/

michael2018/track.html) based on aircraft fixes following

the method of Willoughby and Chelmow (1982). The drop-

sondes are interpolated every 10m from 10m up to 3.0 km

(14.0 km) altitude for ones released by the P-3 (G-IV). After

postprocessing, some dropsondes from the P-3 were missing

10m quantities (28 out of 104). To rectify this, we applied a

linear best fit to data within the lowest 100m to determine the

10mvalue (samemethodology asWadler et al. 2018b). The 10m

air temperature and humidity are combined with the SST data

(section 2c) to calculate sensible heat and latent heat flux [Eqs.

(1) and (2) respectively; combined referred to as enthalpy flux]:
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where ra is the density of dry air; Ch 5 Ce 5 1.13 1023 are the

exchange coefficients for sensible heat and latent heat fluxes,

respectively [values derived from Zhang et al. (2008)]; cp 5
1004 J kg21 K21 is the specific heat of dry air at constant

pressure;Ly52.53 106 J kg21 is the latent heat of evaporation;

T10 and SST are the 10m air and sea surface temperature, re-

spectively; and q10 and qs are the 10m and sea surface specific

humidity, respectively.

Horizontal contour plots are used to evaluate the distribu-

tion of both environmental and in-storm thermodynamics.

Following the methodology in Wadler et al. (2018b),

dropsonde-measured variables in all horizontal contour plots

are interpolated using a natural neighbor scheme (which

preserves dropsonde measured values) with the storm-relative

position of the dropsondes at that altitude overlaid. While the

sparse dropsonde sampling certainly does not resolve all gra-

dients within and around the TC, the gradients within the

contour plots represents the minimum gradients present over

the sampled area (i.e., actual gradients can only be larger than

TABLE 1. A list of the number of dropsondes and ocean expendables (AXBTs, AXCPs, and AXCTDs) released during the four P-3

missions and threeG-IVmissions intoMichael. On-station times are the times of the first and last dropsondes released during themission.

Flight ID (abbreviation) On-station time No. of dropsondes

No. of ocean expendables (AXBT,AXCP,

AXCTD) released (successful)

20181008H1 (08H1) 2256 UTC 8 Oct–0138 UTC 9 Oct 19 19 (14), 8 (5), 3(3)

20181009H1 (09H1) 0838–1444 UTC 9 Oct 31 16 (9), 6 (2), 2 (2)

20181009H2 (09H2) 2101 UTC 9 Oct–0412 UTC 10 Oct 29 19 (15), 0 (0), 0 (0)

20181010H1 (10H1) 0923–1411 UTC 10 Oct 25 19 (7), 4 (0), 1 (1)

20181008N1 (08N1) 1756 UTC 8 Oct–0108 UTC 9 Oct 38 —

20181009N1 (09N1) 0552–1213 UTC 9 Oct 36 —

20181009N2 (09N2) 1755–2215 UTC 9 Oct 27 —

FIG. 1. Time series of Michael’s (a) best track intensity and

minimum central pressure and (b) environmental wind shear

magnitude and direction obtained from the SHIPS database. In

both panels, the approximate times of the three G-IV missions

(black boxes) and four P-3 missions (gray boxes) are overlaid.
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those shown in the contour plots). In the contour plots for the

P-3 missions shown in section 3, only dropsondes released

during the standard flight pattern (figure-4 or butterfly) are

included. That is, if the plane returned to an area to perform a

researchmodule (oftenmultiple hours later), those dropsondes

were not included because they can add artificial gradients by

sampling transient features.

b. P-3 tail Doppler radar

On all four P-3 missions, X-band tail Doppler radar data

were collected. A variational algorithm is used to postprocess

the raw data (Gamache 1997), which solves the Doppler pro-

jection and continuity equations to project the data onto a grid

with a 2.0 km horizontal resolution and a 0.5 km vertical res-

olution (Reasor et al. 2009). The analyses for each mission are

broken down into swaths, defined as a radial penetration

(inbound/outbound from the center) and a downwind leg,

which are commonly used to analyze convective andmesoscale

processes (e.g., Rogers et al. 2013b, 2015, 2016; Reasor et al.

2013; Fischer et al. 2020).

Atmultiple locations, radial cross sections are taken through

radar swaths at the dropsonde splash locations to compare the

thermodynamic profiles from the dropsondes with broader

kinematic characteristics observed from the Doppler radar.

The cross sections are only taken at the splash location for

dropsondes released by the P-3 and each one is averaged 4 km

upwind and downwind tomaximize data coverage.While there

is uncertainty in comparing collocated data from two inde-

pendent measurement platforms, the radar sweeps from the

P-3 sample nearly simultaneously with the dropsonde release

(though it takes ;3–4min for a dropsonde from the P-3 to

splash). As in Wadler et al. (2018b), the wind speeds measured

from the dropsondes are compared to the wind speeds derived

from radar swaths at the same storm-relative locations and

radar vertical levels (i.e., every 0.5 km from 0.5 km altitude

up to 3.0 km). The root-mean-square-difference in the wind

FIG. 2. Equivalent potential temperature (ue) at (a) 5.0 and (b) 10.0 km from dropsondes released during G-IVmission 08N1. (c),(d) As

in (a) and (b), but for the 09N1mission. In each panel, the contour interval is 2 K and dropsondes are labeled by letter in the order that they

are launched (all capital letters followed by lowercase letters). Storm-relative wind vectors derived from the dropsondes at the respective

heights are overlaid. The black range rings represent the RMW and 23RMW at 2 km altitude from the closest in-time P-3 mission. The

solid black (dashed yellow) arrow from the center represents the shear (motion) vector. Solid black lines from the storm center outline the

shear-relative quadrants.
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speeds measured between both platforms is 4.98m s21, a rea-

sonable comparison that is similar to other studies comparing

measurements from multiple platforms (e.g., Reasor et al.

2009; Rogers et al. 2012; Klotz and Uhlhorn 2014) and yields

confidence that the dropsondes and radar analyses are sam-

pling the same kinematic features.

In each mission, all radar swaths are averaged together to

create a merged analysis, which is useful for diagnosing vortex-

scale characteristics, but mask convective and mesoscale vari-

ations where multiple swaths overlap (e.g., the inner core). In

this study the merged analyses are used to diagnose vortex tilt

(defined as the difference in location of minimum tangential

FIG. 3. A skew T–logp of (a) dropsonde Y (released 2246 UTC 8 Oct) and (b) dropsonde c

(released 2336 UTC 8 Oct) from the 08N1 G-IV mission.

TABLE 2. A summary of the vortex tilt during each of the P-3 flight, determined as the difference in location of minimum tangential wind

speed between 2.0 and 8.0 km in the radar-merged analysis. For comparison, the environmental shear direction from SHIPS is also given.

08H1 09H1 09H2 10H1

2–8 km tilt direction (degrees counterclockwise from east) 326.3 0 26.6 225

SHIPS 850–200mb shear heading (degrees counterclockwise from east) 344 328 354 0

2–8 km tilt magnitude (km) 7.2 6.0 4.5 2.8
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wind speed between 2.0 and 8.0 km altitude) and to create

quadrant-averaged radar analyses, since individual swaths

generally do not contain enough azimuthal coverage to diag-

nose vortex-scale characteristics.

c. Ocean expendables

Ocean thermal and current measurements were taken

from a variety of airborne expendable bathythermographs

(AXBTs), conductivity–temperature–depth sensors (AXCTDs),

and current profilers (AXCPs). To maximize our ability to

calculate accurate air–sea enthalpy fluxes, the oceanic profilers

were released simultaneously with nearly all dropsondes on

each P-3 mission (numbers given in Table 1). During the 08H1

mission, extra ocean expendables were released ahead of the

storm to obtain prestorm measurements. The accuracy of the

thermistor in these instruments is 60.18C for the AXCTD

(Johnson 1995) and60.28C in theAXCP andAXBT (Boyd 1987).

A further description of the error characteristics of these in-

struments can be found in Shay et al. (2011). In the present

study, the ocean expendables are used to obtain measurements

of SST and ocean heat content (OHC) relative to the 268C
isotherm.

Since the overall success rate of the ocean expendables was

68%, some of the dropsondes are not collocated with a SST

measurement for enthalpy flux calculations. To rectify this, the

SST measurements during each mission were interpolated to

missing points using a Laplacian interpolation method based

on Hankin et al. (2006). This method, which was used by

Jaimes et al. (2015) and Rudzin et al. (2017) for interpolating

irregular oceanographic measurements in hurricanes, al-

lowed us to obtain SSTmeasurements that are consistent with

observed oceanic thermal variability at locations where the

oceanic profiler failed. Since this Laplacian interpolation

method was unable to get interpolated values at some iso-

lated dropsonde points that were away from the main data

cluster (i.e., end points), we followed the methodology given

by Jaimes and Shay (2010), which uses a Gaussian weighted

average based on all available measurements within a radius

of 18 to get an interpolated value.1 In Jaimes et al. (2015), the

mapping error associated with the interpolation techniques

was negligible as the overall temperature bias between actual

and interpolated SSTs (compared at data points) is 20.038C

FIG. 4. Quadrant-averaged radial wind (shaded; magenta line

outlines zero contour) and vertical velocity (black contoured; solid5
positive and dashed 5 negative) in the (a) upshear-left quadrant

and (b) upshear-right quadrant during the 08H1 P-3 mission. Pink

triangles on the abscissa represent the RMW and 23RMW at 2 km

altitude. Each panel requires 40% data coverage.

FIG. 5. Water vapor imagery centered on Hurricane Michael

from GOES-16 at 2045 UTC 8 Oct. Motion (blue) and vertical

shear (yellow) vectors are overlaid. Black arrows outline an upper-

level upshear arc-shaped cloud structure. Image was obtained from

https://www.nrlmry.navy.mil/TC.html.

1 Given the added uncertainty of using the Gaussian-weighted

average, those locations are noted in Figs. 8 and 10.
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with a standard deviation of 0.298C and a correlation coeffi-

cient of 0.99.

3. Results

Hurricane Michael’s intensity evolution from the National

Hurricane Center (NHC) best track data, along with the times

of the aircraft missions, is given in Fig. 1a. Between the ap-

proximate start of NOAA aircraft sampling at 0000 UTC

9 October and the time Michael made landfall at around

1730 UTC 10 October, the storm underwent RI and strength-

ened from 75 to 140 kt, with its greatest increase in intensity

occurring right before landfall. The 850–200mb environmental

wind shear, obtained from the Statistical Hurricane Intensity

Prediction Scheme (SHIPS; DeMaria and Kaplan 1999) data-

base (Fig. 1b), remained between 18 and 23 kt during the first

two P-3 missions, but then decreased to less than 10 kt right

before landfall. Throughout all missions, the shear direction

was consistently toward the ESE direction, controlling for

possible changes in storm structure due to varying shear di-

rection (Cione et al. 2013; Onderlinde and Nolan 2017).

a. Early intensification stage

1) STORM STRUCTURE AND INTERACTION WITH

ENVIRONMENT

During the first two sampling periods there is low-ue [calculated

using the method of Bolton (1980)] air to the north and west of

Michael at 5.0 km (Figs. 2a,c) and 10.0 km altitude (Figs. 2b,d; the

highest altitude with consistent dropsonde coverage). The ther-

modynamically unfavorable air is likely associated with an upper-

level trough, the same source of environmental shear on the storm

(Beven et al. 2019). As evident from dropsonde Y from the 08N1

mission (Fig. 3a), the low ue is due to dry air above 500mb

(;5800m), a signature generally consistent through dropsondes

V–Z, though the thickness of the dry air layer does vary (not

shown). The upper-level dry air is accompanied by storm-relative

winds between 5 and 15kt moving toward the storm (Fig. 2b).

FIG. 6. Polarization-corrected temperature (PCT) calculated for the 85–91GHz data obtained from the Special Sensor Microwave

Imager/Sounder (SSMI/S) satellites following the method in Cecil and Chronis (2018) at (a) 2241 UTC 8 Oct, (b) 1023 UTC 9 Oct,

(c) 2140 UTC 9 Oct, and (d) 1301 UTC 10 Oct. Motion (blue) and vertical shear (yellow) vectors are overlaid in each panel. Data were

obtained from https://earthdata.nasa.gov/.
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Despite a wind shear magnitude of 15–20 kt during the first

mission, there is a relatively small 7.2 km vortex tilt toward the

east-southeast during the 08H1 mission (Table 2; close in time

to the 08N1 mission). The storm-relative flow at 5.0 and

10.0 km altitude reveals a closed circulation from dropsondes

at ;200 km radius and similar ue values at all of the azimuths

that were observed (Figs. 2a,b). This is likely a reflection of

weak storm-relative environmental flow relative to the

strength of the inner-core swirling winds, which can help limit

dry air entrainment into the circulation (Riemer and

Montgomery 2011). The profile from Dropsonde c, released in

the upshear-left (USL) quadrant during the ;200 km radius

circumnavigation period of the 08N1 mission (Fig. 3b), is

nearly saturated below 250mb, indicating that the dry upper-

level air at ;400 km radius does not significantly entrain into

the circulation. Dropsondes d–f have similar characteristics,

though they have a dry layer between 300 and 400mb (not

shown). The dry layer above 250mb in Dropsonde c likely

reflects sublimational cooling below the anvil cloud (as dis-

cussed in Alvey et al. 2020) and in the descending inflow layer

between 4 and 10 km altitude of the USL quadrant. This inflow

layer is noticed through the quadrant-averaged radar analysis

during the 08H1mission [Fig. 4a; similar to what was noticed in

Didlake et al. (2018) and Dai et al. (2019)].

The favorable TC–environmental interactions during this

sampling period are also noticed in the upper-levels. The

quadrant-averaged radial wind in the USL quadrant shows an

outflow layer above 11 km altitude that extended from 60 km to

past 100 km radius (Fig. 4a). The outflow layer began at 6 km

altitude in the upshear-right (USR) quadrant and extended

outward from the eyewall (Fig. 4b). Beven et al. (2019) sug-

gested that the outflow was likely enhanced (throughout all the

missions) by upper-level diffluence caused by the shortwave

trough to the west of Michael. The water vapor imagery taken

during the 08N1 mission indicates an arc-shaped cloud struc-

ture was present in the upshear outflow layer (Fig. 5), which is a

feature associated with RI (Ryglicki et al. 2018a,b, 2019) be-

cause can signify a reduction of local shear that is potentially

responsible for the small vortex tilt. Likely as a result, the PCT

imagery (Fig. 6a) reveals nearly complete azimuthal coverage

FIG. 7. Equivalent potential temperature (ue) at 10m from dropsondes released during P-3 missions (a) 08H1, (b) 09H1, (c) 09H2, and

(d) 10H1. In each panel, dropsondes are labeled by letter in the order that they are launched (all capital letters followed by lowercase

letters). The contour interval for all panels is 2 K. The black range rings represent the 2-km RMW and 23RMW from the radar-merged

analysis for the given mission. The solid (dashed) black arrow from the center represents the shear (motion) vector.
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of weaker ice scattering (PCTs ;250–260K) around much of

the eyewall with deep convective cores on both the northwest

(USL) and southeast (DSR) sides.

During the following 09N1 mission, the fairly symmetric

midlevel ue values within the innermost 200 km (Figs. 2c,d) and

marginal 6.0 km vortex tilt (Table 2) signify continued resis-

tance to entrainment of dry environmental air. The PCT im-

agery during the approximate time of the 09N1 mission shows

that the western and southwestern part (upshear to upshear-

right) of the eyewall remained free of deep convection

(Fig. 6b). The strongest convection was on the eastern side of

the storm (downshear to downshear-left), collocated with the

highest environmental ue values (Figs. 2c,d).

2) INFLUENCE OF BOUNDARY LAYER THERMODYNAMIC

VARIABILITY AND AIR–SEA INTERACTIONS

In addition to favorable TC-environmental interactions, the

development and sustainment of inner-core convection de-

pends on high-ue air entering the eyewall from the boundary

layer (i.e., Malkus and Riehl 1960; Emanuel 1986). During the

08H1 mission, when Michael had just entered the Gulf of

Mexico, the largest 10m ue was in the USR quadrant, followed

by the DSR quadrant (Fig. 7a). There were large radial gra-

dients in ue, especially on the north side (DSL quadrant) where

the ue difference between the storm center and r* 5 2 (r* 5
R/RMW2km) was ;15 K.

During this time the SST inside r*5 2 was between 28.28 and
28.48C, but decreased to 26.88C at 150 km south of the center

(Fig. 8a), indicative of a cold wake. The low-ue air in the DSL

quadrant combined with a local maximum in wind speed

(Fig. 9a) led to a maximum latent heat flux near the RMW of

;650Wm22 (Fig. 10a) and sensible heat flux of ;120Wm22

(Fig. 10b). Interestingly, the quadrant-averaged vertical ve-

locity in the USL quadrant reveals that eyewall updrafts gen-

erally extended from the boundary layer (defined here as the

height of the inflow layer, similar to Zhang et al. 2011) to 14 km

altitude (Fig. 4a) and the microwave imagery reveals a deep

convective core in the USL (northwest) quadrant (Fig. 6a).

FIG. 8. Sea surface temperature during P-3 missions (a) 08H1, (b) 09H1, (c) 09H2, and (d) 10H1. Dropsondes locations at 10m are

labeled by letter in the order that they are launched (all capital letters followed by lowercase letters). Locations where the SSTs are

extrapolated using the Gaussian-weighted average are labeled with a yellow hat (^) above the letter. The contour interval for all panels is
0.28C. The black range rings represent the 2-km RMW and 2 3 RMW from the radar-merged analysis for the given mission. The solid

(dashed) black arrow from the center represents the shear (motion) vector.
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With the quadrant-averaged eyewall updrafts still coupled to

the boundary layer, the combination of higher enthalpy fluxes

in the DSL quadrant and already high-ue air near the RMW of

the USL quadrant likely led to high-entropy air entering up-

drafts in the left-of-shear quadrants, directly leading to in-

creased mid- to upper-level latent heating.

The quadrant-averaged radar cross section in the USL

quadrant also reveals outflow between 2 and 4 km altitude that

extended from radially inward of theRMW to eyewall updrafts

near the low-level RMW (Fig. 4a). This indicates that that eye–

eyewall mixing occurred in the low levels of the USL quadrant,

which is a mechanism to enhance eyewall ue and support up-

shear convection (Eastin et al. 2005a,b; Cram et al. 2007; Bell

and Montgomery 2008; Barnes and Fuentes 2010; Dolling and

Barnes 2012, 2014; Guimond et al. 2016; Hazelton et al. 2017).

The presence of eye–eyewall mixing is supported by dropsonde

K during the 08H1 mission (Fig. 7a), located radially inward of

the RMW [similar to that discussed in Aberson et al. (2006)],

whose wind measurements show storm relative outflow

(maximized at;1500m) accompanied by an increase in uewith

height from ;356K at 1000m to ;361K at 1500m (Fig. 11).

While no dropsondes were released in the eyewall of the USR

quadrant, the quadrant-averaged radar cross section in this

region also reveals storm-relative outflow below 2-km altitude

and radially inward of the RMW (Fig. 4b).

While throughout all four P-3missions themaximum 10m ue
in the eye remained at a similar magnitude (;370–375K), the

values increased significantly near the RMW. During the 09H1

mission the storm was interacting with a mesoscale cool oce-

anic eddy on the south (right of shear) side of the storm,

creating a;2.58C gradient in SST (Fig. 8b) and a;40 kJ cm22

gradient in OHC (not shown) between r*5 2 on the south side

and north sides of the storm. The higher SSTs on the western

side of the storm were associated with a mesoscale warm

oceanic eddy (OHC . 70 kJ cm22). TCs in the Gulf of Mexico

typically move over mesoscale warm and cool eddies with

warm (cool) eddies having typical diameters of 200–400 km

(100–150 km) and vertical signatures of ;1000m (;800m)

(Hamilton 1992; Zavala-Hidalgo et al. 2003).With warm (cool)

eddies associated with suppressed (enhanced) SST cooling

during TC passage (e.g., Shay et al. 2000; Jacob et al. 2000;

Walker et al. 2003; Jaimes and Shay 2009), they can lead to

significantly enhanced (suppressed) air–sea enthalpy fluxes

(e.g., Jaimes et al. 2015, 2016).

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 7, but for 10m dropsonde-measured wind speed.
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FIG. 10. (left) Latent heat flux during P-3 missions (a) 08H1, (c) 09H1, (e) 09H2, and (g) 10H1 and (right)

sensible heat flux during P-3 missions (b) 08H1, (d) 09H1, (f) 09H2, and (h) 10H1. Dropsondes locations at

10m are labeled by letter in the order that they are launched (all capital letters followed by lowercase letters).

Locations where the SSTs are extrapolated using the Gaussian-weighted average are labeled with a yellow hat

(^) above the letter. The contour intervals in (a), (c), (e), and (g) is 50Wm22 while it is 20Wm22 in (b), (d), (f),

and (h). The black range rings represent the 2 kmRMWand 23RMWfrom the radar-merged analysis for the

given mission. The solid (dashed) black arrow from the center represents the shear (motion) vector.
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As with the 08H1 mission, the warmer waters, stronger wind

speed (Fig. 9b) and large enthalpy fluxes (Figs. 10c,d) near the

eyewall in the USL quadrant during the 09H1 mission were

concurrent with eyewall convection propagating upshear

(Figs. 6b and 12). The quadrant-averaged quantities also in-

dicate that inner-core convective downdrafts were present in

both the USL and USR quadrants (Figs. 12a,c), likely trans-

porting lower ue air from the midtroposphere to the boundary

layer. Interestingly, even in the presence of cool waters, the

radar analysis indicates that there were low and midlevel up-

drafts in the DSR quadrant (Fig. 12d), signifying that the

boundary layer ue was recovered before air traversed from the

upshear quadrants to that region.

With the DSR quadrant being the preferential location for

convective initiation (e.g., DeHart et al. 2014), and a region

characterized by tilt-induced mechanical ascent (e.g., Jones

1995), we hypothesize that the geometric relationship between

the gradient separating the warm and cool oceanic eddies and

the shear direction was preferential for boundary layer re-

covery and for Michael to intensify. That is, for intensification

to occur, the most important location to have warm waters and

large enthalpy fluxes is the left-of-shear quadrants because,

when downdrafts form in this region, the thermodynamically

unfavorable air they transport into the boundary layer has a

;908 spiral trajectory (95 km arc-length if traveling 908 in a

purely angular trajectory at 60 km radius) to recover before

reaching the relatively cool waters (similar conclusion to

Nguyen et al. 2019). The cool (25.58C) waters and low

(200Wm22) total enthalpy flux near the eyewall of the DSR

quadrant would not inhibit convective initiation because of

the already high-ue air from enhanced enthalpy fluxes

(;900Wm22) due to warm waters and larger wind speeds

upwind. Additionally, if eyewall updrafts are still coupled to

the boundary layer as they rotate upshear, a region typically

characterized by tilt-induced mechanical descent, the large

enthalpy fluxes can help sustain them into that region.

The significance of changes to the SST (more broadly,

moisture disequilibrium) controlling the variability in the air–

sea enthalpy fluxes has been discussed in Jaimes et al. (2015)

and Cione (2015). To assess the relative importance of SST and

10-m wind speed asymmetries on surface flux distribution in

Michael, we perform a simple thought experiment where the

SST is switched between dropsondes F (lowest SST) and C

(maximum wind speed) from the 09H1 mission to determine

how significantly the enthalpy fluxes are changed (Table 3). If

the cool eddy did not exist at dropsonde F and the SST was

raised from 25.588 to 27.778C (the value at dropsonde C), the

total enthalpy flux would increase from 114.6 to 383.6Wm22.

That increase in enthalpy flux is larger than if the SST was held

constant and the wind speed was doubled from 25.5 to

51.0m s21. Likewise, at dropsonde C, lowering the SST to the

25.588C value in the cool eddy lowers the enthalpy flux from

1066.8 to 517.1Wm22, a more significant reduction in enthalpy

flux than if the wind speed at this location was halved from

49.95 to 24.97m s21 (leading to 532.9Wm22). Despite only a

simple thought experiment, this result indicates how signifi-

cantly the enthalpy fluxes can be modified by SST gradients

from both warm and cool eddies.

b. Later stages of intensification

INFLUENCES OF THE ASYMMETRIC SECONDARY

CIRCULATION ON PBL THERMODYNAMICS

By the third P-3 mission (09H2), Michael reached major

hurricane strength while continuing to intensify. During this

time the eyewall region was characterized by ue values of 364–

366K in all quadrants (Fig. 7c) and the SST was more spatially

uniform than during previous missions, remaining between

28.28 and 28.48C in the inner core (Fig. 8c). However, the storm

was still interacting with a warm oceanic eddy to the southwest

and cooler waters 75 km to the east and 100 km to the north of

the storm center. This, combined with decreasing shear, led

to a very symmetric distribution of quadrant-averaged upward

motion (Figs. 6c, 13). Strong updrafts extended throughout the

entire eyewall in the DSR quadrant, maximizing in the USL

quadrant with sustained quadrant-averaged values greater

than 2m s21 in theUSR quadrant (Fig. 13). The latent heat flux

maximizes at ;450Wm22 and the sensible heat flux at

;120Wm22 (Figs. 10e,f), though the actual maximum values

were likely higher since not many eyewall dropsondes were

FIG. 11. Profile of (a) equivalent potential temperature and (b) radial velocity (negative 5 inflow, positive 5
outflow) from dropsonde K during the 08H1 mission. In (b) the zero line is drawn.
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released (i.e., an under sampling of the region with highest

10m wind speeds; Fig. 9c).

While the boundary layer ue near the eyewall remained

mostly symmetric during the 09H2 and 10H1 missions, an

asymmetry was observed outside r*5 2. Within 150-km radius

of the DSR quadrant, the lowest observed 10m ue value during

either mission was 362K (Figs. 7c,d), a value typically associ-

ated with the low-level eye and eyewall in other hurricane case

studies (e.g., Zhang et al. 2017; Wadler et al. 2018b).

Conversely, in the USL quadrant the lowest observed 10m ue
value within 150 km radius was 356K. This is an interesting

asymmetry because it is not present during the previous mis-

sions and is not reflective of SST asymmetries (Figs. 8c,d) or

enthalpy flux asymmetries (Figs. 10e–h) during these sampling

periods. Instead, it is related to the pronounced wavenumber-1

asymmetry in the radial wind speed between the upshear and

downshear quadrants (Figs. 13 and 14).

The extent of asymmetry in the boundary layer andmidlevel

radial wind during the 09H2 and 10H1 missions (Figs. 13 and

14) is very similar to the composite structure for TCs experi-

encing shear greater than 7m s21 documented by Reasor et al.

(2013; cf. their Fig. 13) and can arise because the environ-

mental flow is different, at some levels, from the TC steering

flow (Willoughby et al. 1984; Riemer and Montgomery 2011).

Of particular importance is outflow originating above 4 km

altitude that extended from the eyewall region to large

(.100 km) radii in the downshear quadrants (Figs. 13b,d and

14b,d). While the P-3 flew below the midlevel outflow layer, it

was sampled by high-altitude dropsondes X, Y, Z, and T re-

leased during the 100 km radius circumnavigation period of the

09N2mission (Fig. 15; similar time as 09H2mission). Themean

profile of radial wind from these dropsondes shows outflow in

the 4–11 km layer, which is maximized at;8m s21 near 6–8 km

altitude (Fig. 16). This is very similar to what was observed

near 100 km radius in the quadrant-averaged radar measure-

ments in the downshear quadrants during the 09H2 mission

(Figs. 13b,d), signifying that the two instruments were sampling

the same quadrant-scale characteristics. In this 4–11 km layer,

FIG. 12. Quadrant-averaged radial wind (shaded; magenta line outlines zero contour) and vertical velocity (black contoured; solid 5
positive and dashed5 negative) in the (a) upshear-left, (b) downshear-left, (c) upshear-right, and (d) downshear-right quadrants during

the 09H1 P-3 mission. The contour intervals are 1m s21 for radial wind and 0.5m s21 for vertical velocity. Pink triangles on the abscissa

represent the RMW and 2 3 RMW at 2 km altitude. Each panel requires 40% data coverage.
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the downshear dropsondes have mean ue values that are 3–5K

higher than the mean from upshear dropsondes U, V, and

W. Expanding on what was presented in Barnes (2008) using

dropsondes just outside the eyewall, we hypothesize that the

strong midlevel outflow throughout the downshear quad-

rants transported high-entropy air from the eyewall region

outward. Outside the inner core, this thermodynamically

favorable air led to positive ue gradients, creating a region of

TABLE 3. A list of 10m wind speed (U10), sea surface temperature (SST), latent heat flux (LHF), sensible heat flux (SHF), and total

enthalpy flux (TEF) for Dropsondes C and F from the 09H1 mission. The first column shows the original observation derived values, the

second column shows values for when the SST between the dropsondes is switched, and the third column shows values for when the wind

speed is either halved (dropsonde C) or doubled (dropsonde F).

Original values Changing SST Changing wind speed

Dropsonde C U10: 49.95m s21 U10: 49.95m s21 U10: 49.95m s21/2 5 24.97m s21

SST: 27.778C SST: 25.588C SST: 27.778C
LHF: 817.8Wm22 LHF: 392.1Wm22 LHF: 408.6Wm22

SHF: 248.8Wm22 SHF: 125.0Wm22 SHF: 124.4Wm22

TEF: 1066.8Wm22 TEF: 517.1Wm22 TEF: 532.9Wm22

Dropsonde F U10: 25.5m s21 U10: 25.5m s21 U10: 25.5m s21 3 2 5 51.0m s21

SST: 25.588C SST: 27.778C SST: 25.588C
LHF: 168.3Wm22 LHF: 374.1Wm22 LHF: 336.5Wm22

SHF: 253. 7Wm22 SHF: 9.5Wm22 SHF: 2107.4Wm22

TEF: 114.6Wm22 TEF: 383.6Wm22 TEF: 229.1Wm22

FIG. 13. As in Fig. 12, but for the 09H2 P-3 mission.
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potential stability, which shielded the inflow layer against

typically lower-ue midtropospheric air. Thus, the air asso-

ciated with the outflow can be thought of as an insulator

(i.e., a cap), which also allows for rapid energy increases

throughout this region due to relatively large air–sea en-

thalpy fluxes (Hawkins and Imbembo 1976; Rotunno and

Emanuel 1987; Barnes and Powell 1995; Wang et al. 2001;

Wroe and Barnes 2003). The thermodynamically favorable

midlevel air can also be transported back to the boundary

layer by downdrafts or through entrainment across the top

of the boundary layer (Anthes and Chang 1978; Kepert

et al. 2016).

Radial cross sections through radar swaths at the splash

locations of P-3 dropsondes released outside of the inner

core (radially outward of r* 5 2) and outside of rainbands

support the presence of midlevel outflow at locations with

relatively high 10 m ue values in the downshear quadrants.

Consistent with their respective radar-derived quadrant

averages and the G-IV dropsonde means, cross sections at

the dropsonde splash locations G in 09H2 and F in 10H1

reveal outflow above 4 km with inflow below (Fig. 17). The

cross sections also show broad and weak descent (,1m s21)

near the dropsonde splash.2 The downdrafts at the drop-

sonde splash location, though weak, extend between the

midtroposphere (i.e., outflow layer) and the boundary layer, an

indication that they can transport some of this thermodynamically

favorable air back to the boundary layer. Cross sections through

the splash locations of dropsondes F during 09H2 and H and X

during 10H1, all locations outside of the inner-core downshear

and outside of rainbands that have 10m ue exceeding 360K, have

very similar characteristics (not shown).

While the midlevel outflow is not directly sampled by the P-3,

profiles from dropsondes released downshear and outside the

inner core show further evidence that some of the higher-ue
air associated with the outflow from the eyewall was be-

ing transported downward. These dropsondes have a layer

FIG. 14. As in Fig. 12, but for the 10H1 P-3 mission.

2 It is worth noting that there is added uncertainty in vertical

velocity values from the airborne Doppler radar when the veloci-

ties are weak (Reasor et al. 2009). While there is uncertainty in the

exact values, there is still confidence that the vertical velocities at

these locations are weak, signifying the favorable air is in mostly

horizontal motion and insulating the boundary layer.
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between 100 and 500m thick (within the lowest 2500m),

which has an increase in ue with height (Fig. 18a), coincident

with decreasing inflow strength with height (Fig. 18b). While

yielding a narrower perspective than the G-IV dropsondes and

radar cross sections, these dropsonde profiles are like those

identified by Barnes (2008), who concluded that the only rea-

sonable explanation for a positive lapse rate in ue above the

surface layer is differential advection of the radial wind, by

which the midlevel higher-ue air is transported outward from

the eyewall or rainbands.

Another interesting characteristic in the 10m ue during the

09H2 and 10H1 missions is the relatively high values at large

radii in theUSR quadrant (Figs. 7c,d). Similar to themidlevels,

the layer between 0.5 and 2 km was characterized by shear-

relative asymmetries in the secondary circulation between the

downshear and upshear quadrants. In this layer, both the

quadrant-averaged radar cross sections (Figs. 13 and 14) and

composite dropsonde observations from upshear dropsondes

U, V, and W, released during the 100-km circumnavigation

period of the 09N2 mission (Fig. 16) show that the upshear

(downshear) quadrants are characterized by outflow (inflow).

The G-IV dropsondes also show that the low-level outflow

layer between 0.5 and 2 km altitude upshear is associated with

3–5K higher ue values than that in the downshear quadrants

(Fig. 16). We hypothesize that the low-level outflow through-

out the upshear quadrants transports high-entropy air away

from the eyewall region outward where, consistent with pro-

cesses occurring in the midlevels downshear, leads to weaker

vertical ue gradients (between 0.5 and 1 km in Fig. 16) and an

insulation of the shallow (,500m) inflow layer from drier

midlevel air. The favorable air in this region also serves a

secondary purpose by complementing the air–sea enthalpy

fluxes for recovery of ue from low-entropy downdrafts that

typically occur upwind in the left-of-shear quadrants.

FIG. 15. As in Fig. 2, but for equivalent potential temperature (ue) at (a) 5.0 and (b) 10.0 km from dropsondes released during

G-IV mission 09N2.

FIG. 16. The average (line) and standard error (shaded) of (a) ue and (b) radial wind between downshear dropsondes X, Y, Z, and T and

upshear dropsondes U, V, and W from the 09N2 G-IV mission.
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The processes that occurred at the P-3 dropsonde splash

locations support this hypothesis. Radial cross sections through

the radar swaths at the splash locations of dropsondes M in

09H2 and P in 10H1 show that the low-level outflow was below

1.5–2.0 km, with inflow above, coincident with broad areas

of weak subsidence (,1.0m s21; Fig. 19). The radar cross

sections through the splash locations of dropsondes J, S during

the 09H2 mission and P during the 10H1 mission, all upshear

locations with relatively high 10m ue values, had similar

characteristics (not shown).

4. Discussion and conclusions

This study synthesizes kinematic, thermodynamic, and

oceanic observations to examine the rapid intensification of

Hurricane Michael (2018) through the complex multiscale in-

teraction between environmental influences, distribution of

convection and precipitation, boundary layer thermodynamics,

air–sea interaction, and storm structure. Dropsondes released

from the high altitude G-IV aircraft during the early stage of

RI in the southern Gulf of Mexico show that dry air from the

northwest was not significantly entrained into the storm cir-

culation within 200 km radius from the storm center.

During all missions, the airborne pseudo–dual-Doppler ra-

dar indicates that the altitude of peak upward motion was

lowest in the downshear quadrants (convection likely initiating

there) and highest in the USL quadrant. Importantly, the

convection was able to form downshear during the first two

missions, even though that was in the region of relatively cool

SSTs (;25.58C) due to a cool oceanic eddy. The presence of the
cool waters was significant, as a simple thought experiment

showed that the reduced SST associated with the cool eddy led

to a greater reduction in the enthalpy fluxes than if the wind

speed were halved. With these observations, we hypothesize

that for RI to occur, it is most important to have warmwaters in

the left-of-shear quadrants to directly aid the sustainment of

convection into the upshear quadrants (assuming the midlevel

humidity and stability profiles are also favorable) and for quick

boundary layer recovery from any low-ue downdraft air.

With enhanced enthalpy fluxes for quick boundary layer

recovery, the DSR quadrant is characterized by high ue values,

favoring convective development in the region of tilt-induced

mechanical ascent. This is consistent with a recent dropsonde

composite study of weak TCs by Nguyen et al. (2019), which

found that intensifying TCs have higher enthalpy fluxes in the

upshear quadrants than nonintensifying TCs. While there are

no direct observations, we speculate that the opposite orien-

tation of the oceanic thermal gradients relative to the shear

vector (i.e., coolest waters left of shear) would not be as fa-

vorable for intensification. Between the 08H1 and 09H1 mis-

sions, when the oceanic cool eddy was on the northern (left of

shear) side of the vortex, Michael maintained near-constant

intensity (Fig. 1a). While, in this scenario, enhanced enthalpy

fluxes in the right-of-shear quadrants could support boundary

layer recovery, the time low-ue parcels have over warm waters

to recover may be limited before they reach the typical con-

vective initiation regions. Additionally, suppressed enthalpy

fluxes in the left-of-shear quadrants could limit the propaga-

tion of convection and precipitation into the upshear quad-

rants. Note a similar enthalpy flux distribution was found to be

unfavorable for TC genesis in Rappin and Nolan (2012).

Further testing the role of SST gradients in modulating the

near-surface ue and convective distribution is needed through

numerical simulations and other case studies.

As RI continued during the two P-3 missions before landfall,

Michael had an asymmetric secondary circulation that was

qualitatively similar to the composites shown by Reasor et al.

(2013), and likely resulted from differences between the en-

vironmental flow and TC steering flow (e.g., Willoughby et al.

1984; Riemer and Montgomery 2011). High-altitude drop-

sondes from a 100 km radius circumnavigation during theG-IV

mission show that the downshear midlevel outflow region has a

mean ue that is 3–5K larger than that at the same altitude of the

FIG. 17. Radial cross section through the radar swath (negative

values on abscissa being closer to TC center) of radial velocity

(shadedwith thickmagenta line showing zero contour) and vertical

velocity (contoured with solid lines 5 positive; dashed lines 5
negative) through the splash location of (a) dropsonde G located

in the downshear-left quadrant during the 09H2 P-3 mission and

(b) dropsonde F located in the downshear-right quadrant during

the 10H1 P-3 mission. The contour interval is 5 m s21 for radial

velocity and 0.5m s21 for vertical velocity.
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upshear quadrants. Coincidently, dropsondes released from

the P-3 downshear and outside of the inner core reveal that this

region has a maximum in 10m ue. Radial cross sections through

radar swaths at the downshear dropsonde splash locations

reveal broad areas of weak nonconvective subsidence.

Combining these measurements, we argue that the strong

(.10m s21) midlevel outflow from the eyewall region con-

taining high-ue air can insulate the boundary layer as the air is

transported outward throughout the downshear quadrants

through lowering vertical ue gradients and creating convective

stability. This relatively favorable air can also be brought back

into the inflow layer through the weak subsidence and en-

trainment across the top of the boundary layer. The transport

of high-ue air to large radii by midlevel outflow is supported

by a recent idealized modeling study by Li and Dai (2020),

which also found that the midlevel maximum in ue led to po-

tential stability in the outer core of the downshear quadrants.

The transport and entrainment of this high-ue air into the

boundary layer is supported by the individual dropsonde pro-

files from the P-3 at different downshear locations, each

showing a layer with increasing ue with height, coincident with

decreasing inflow (or outflow). This pattern extrapolates what

was noticed in Barnes and Powell (1995) and Barnes (2008) for

individual dropsondes to the shear-relative structure of a ma-

ture TC, and suggests that the processes identified by Barnes

(2008) can be extrapolated beyond just outside the eyewall and

rainband regions in a strong storm with a well-developed

asymmetric secondary circulation. To transport the midlevel

air a significant distance from the inner core, we speculate this

process is limited to strong hurricanes, which can have large

radial wind magnitudes. With the G-IV circumnavigations at

100 km farther radius during the first two missions than during

09N2, it is unknown if the outflow insulates the boundary layer

to large radii earlier in Michael’s life cycle.

On the upshear side of the storm, high-ue air was also noticed

in the boundary layer and attributed to outflow from the eye-

wall, but between 0.5 and 2 km altitude. As discussed by

Bhalachandran et al. (2019), even though this low-level outflow

upshear (again characteristic of hurricanes in shear) signifies a

net mass flux away from the eyewall and does not directly in-

fluence the entropy of the air that enters the eyewall, it can

insulate the shallow (,500m) inflow layer from generally low-

ue midtropospheric air. Additionally, because the azimuthal

location is downwind of where convective downdrafts typically

transport low-entropy air to the boundary layer (i.e., Riemer

et al. 2010), the low level-outflow in the DSR quadrant can

complement the boundary layer recovery process due to the

air–sea enthalpy fluxes, which tends to occur in this region (i.e.,

Zhang et al. 2013).

The results from this study build upon the Riemer et al.

(2010) theory that describes how shear influences TC intensity

change by understanding how the secondary circulation mod-

ifies the midlevel temperature and humidity. In theory, con-

vective downdrafts transport thermodynamically unfavorable

midtropospheric air into the boundary layer, which can be

entrained into the eyewall and subsequently limit convection

and weaken the vortex. In a sheared vortex, the midlevel

outflow from the eyewall in the downshear quadrants may limit

the amount of typically low-ue midtropospheric air that is

present, especially when the storm is over favorable oceanic

conditions and resilient to entrainment of environmental dry

air. While this process positively influences the inflow layer ue,

which is favorable for TC intensification, what remains unclear

is how significantly the detrainment of high-ue air from the

eyewall region negatively influences eyewall buoyancy and

latent heat release. That is a topic of a future modeling study.

While we showed a pathway for weak downdrafts to trans-

port high-entropy air to the boundary layer, it should be noted

that without dropsonde observations it is unclear how the

thermodynamically favorable midlevel air is modified inside

convective downdrafts and rainband regions, where the flow

varies on the convective-scale (e.g., Powell 1990; Didlake and

Houze 2009). Additionally, it is unclear how sensitive these

processes are to the shape of the radial variation in the wind

FIG. 18. Quasi-vertical profiles of (a) ue and (b) radial wind for downshear dropsondes with favorable 10m ue values and locations where

radar cross sections through the dropsonde splash locations reveal midlevel outflow. Up and down triangles indicate bounds for regions

of increasing ue with height, coincident with decreasing inflow strength with height.
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field (e.g., inertial stability) and environmental conditions such

as shear magnitude and direction, which can have a significant

impact on storm structure and intensity (e.g., Reasor and

Eastin 2012; Ge et al. 2013; Zhang and Tao 2013; Tao and

Zhang 2014; Finocchio et al. 2016; Miyamoto and Nolan 2018;

Rios-Berrios et al. 2018). More case studies with targeted ob-

servations are needed to explore these processes.
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